Chronic diseases are those that develop and are experienced over long periods of time, influenced by both environmental and individual factors. The main chronic diseases are diabetes, cardiovascular disease (heart disease and stroke), cancer, and chronic respiratory diseases. Chronic diseases result from both modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors. These risk factors contribute to high blood pressure, high blood glucose, abnormal blood lipids and abnormal body weights. The major forces driving the prevalence of risk factors include social, economic, political and environmental factors known as the determinants of health. Aboriginal Canadians disproportionately suffer from chronic diseases and their common risk factors. Incorporating traditional and holistic Aboriginal approaches into prevention interventions is important.

This review examines the impact of chronic disease (specifically diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and chronic respiratory disease) on the Aboriginal peoples of Canada, and the risk factors that underlie the prevalence of these diseases. It concludes with a brief overview of traditional and holistic Aboriginal approaches to chronic disease prevention. The discussion is based on English language articles retrieved from both peer-reviewed and grey literature sources through a variety of methods including the use of scholarly databases, reference list reviews and web-based searches. Information sought included data on the health status of North American Aboriginal peoples with respect to chronic diseases and their risk factors, as well as the ways in which traditional activities, lifestyle, culture and holistic health views might influence interventions.

Chronic Disease and Risk Factors in Aboriginal Communities

It is challenging to analyze the health status of Aboriginal peoples due to the diversity of nations as well as data limitations, such as incomplete coverage of Aboriginal peoples and substandard data quality. Despite this, it is clear that rates of chronic disease and their risk factors are much higher in Aboriginal Canadians than in the general Canadian population.

Diabetes

In 1991, the Aboriginal Peoples Survey revealed crude rates of diabetes of 6.4% for First Nations, 5.5% for Métis, and
Prevalence also varies by community; the rate of diabetes in one village on Haida Gwaii is 17% in adults over 35 years of age, while the overall prevalence among First Nations peoples in Sandy Lake, Ontario is 26.1%. Type II diabetes is now a concern for Aboriginal children and youth, with increasing rates appearing at young ages. More First Nations youth are diagnosed with diabetes than youth in the general Canadian population.

Cardiovascular disease
Self-report survey data, hospital admission data and mortality rates demonstrate a disproportionate burden of cardiovascular disease among Aboriginal Canadians. Rates of disease have been rising over the past 40 years.

Data from the 1997 First Nations and Inuit Regional Health Survey suggest heart disease is five times higher among First Nations and Inuit peoples than the rest of the Canadian population. More recent data from the Six Nations Reserve in southern Ontario revealed a significantly higher prevalence of cardiovascular disease in First Nations (17%) compared to non-Aboriginal individuals (7%). In 2006/2007 in British Columbia, rates for stroke were 70% higher, ischemic heart disease 25% higher and congestive heart failure 75% higher for Status Indians than for other residents of the province.

In 2000/2001, the mortality rate for acute myocardial infarction in First Nations people living on-reserve was 72.7/100,000 people compared to 52.1/100,000 for other Canadians. Similarly, the mortality rate for stroke was 71.5/100,000 people for First Nations people living on-reserve compared to 34.2/100,000 in the general population.

In the 1970-1980s, data from the Northwest Territories suggested the Inuit experienced lower mortality rates due to cardiovascular disease, however 1990’s data from Nunavut and the Nunavik region did not show significant differences from the rest of Canada. Whether this represents geographic variation or increases over time is uncertain, and further data is needed to understand the burden of cardiovascular disease among Inuit, Métis and urban Aboriginal populations.

Cancer
There are many different types of cancer. Combined with data limitations, this makes broad conclusions less meaningful. In general, many cancers appear to have
been less prevalent historically among Aboriginal Canadians, although this health advantage seems to be disappearing, depending on the particular cancer.

Cancer mortality rates in First Nations people are lower than in other Canadians for lung, colorectal and breast cancer, while mortality due to prostate cancer in men is higher. However, trends reflected in Ontario data from 1968-2001 suggest that overall cancer incidence is increasing at a faster rate among First Nations peoples, than in the rest of the population. Additionally, they have lower cancer survival rates compared to other Ontarians.

Among the Inuit, it has been suggested that a shift is occurring; rates of “traditional” cancers (nasopharyngeal, salivary and esophageal) are declining while rates of lung, cervical, breast and colon cancers are increasing. While preliminary work has been undertaken to explore the burden of cancer in Métis people, overall the data is limited and does not permit general conclusions.

Chronic respiratory disease
While chronic respiratory diseases encompass a number of different conditions, the discussion here has been confined to asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in adults. Data suggest Aboriginal Canadians suffer a disproportionate burden from these two diseases compared to other Canadians.

First Nations adults living on-reserve have higher age-adjusted rates of asthma and chronic bronchitis than other Canadians. As with diabetes and cardiovascular disease, geographic factors contribute to this higher prevalence. Aboriginal adults over age 20 who lived off-reserve in southern Canada experienced higher rates of asthma than other Canadians, while in the North, this relationship was reversed. In British Columbia, age-standardized rates of COPD were 60% higher in Status Indians than the general population, while in Alberta, Aboriginal peoples were more likely to visit to the emergency room and office for asthma and COPD than were the general population.

Chronic disease risk factors
Aboriginal peoples have undergone significant transitions as a result of the loss of traditional ways of living. Income, education, living conditions and Aboriginal-specific determinants such as colonization, dispossession of land, and loss of traditional practices required for health all contribute to poorer health status. In turn, these determinants influence the most proximal and modifiable risk factors for chronic disease: diet, physical activity and tobacco use.

Traditional consumption of low-fat, high nutrient foods requiring high-energy expenditure in their acquisition has been replaced by diets high in fat and sugar, and a more sedentary lifestyle. Data on Aboriginal Canadians living off-reserve reveals the following: 58.3% of Aboriginal adults living off-reserve are physically inactive; overweight and obesity is more common in adult Aboriginal Canadians than the general population; and 41.3% of Aboriginal children and youth living off-reserve in Canada are overweight or obese compared to 26.2% of the general population.

In addition, Aboriginal Canadians have a 60% prevalence rate of smoking, compared to 25% among other Canadians. Inuit living in the North have the highest rates of smoking at 70%, with almost half of these smokers beginning before age 14. In general, Aboriginal youth have greater...
rates of smoking and begin smoking at younger ages than do other youth.41

Addressing Chronic Disease Through Tradition and Holism

The need for Aboriginal approaches to health and healing has been well recognized by Aboriginal organizations, and within health and government sectors.42 Western medical models, which view disease as arising from the body and its components, do not account for the physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual elements of Aboriginal conceptions of life, health and well-being.43 This understanding is an integral part of traditional knowledge, which is transmitted intergenerationally through mechanisms such as storytelling, ceremonies, values, medicines and traditional ways of living.44 Holistic approaches to health and well-being consider physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual elements, as well as the environment and social institutions such as family and community.45

Increasingly, traditional and holistic Aboriginal approaches are being used in chronic disease prevention. Considered here in a broad sense, utilizing ‘traditional and holistic Aboriginal approaches’ may range from integrating Aboriginal knowledge, values and perspectives into existing programs to ensure cultural safety, to developing new prevention programs in collaboration with communities using decolonizing methodologies, to promoting the health benefits of traditional activities, practices, healing and diets through programs or broader policy initiatives. The comprehensive nature of holistic and traditional approaches means that interventions incorporating them are diverse and occur in many settings, thus may influence chronic disease outcomes through a variety of mechanisms. For example, traditional approaches have been integrated into diabetes prevention in school and community settings,46 obesity prevention in the home,47 and health promotion in urban health care centers.48

Targeting modifiable risk factors

Traditional Aboriginal diets were high in protein and low in fat and carbohydrates.49 Research in the Arctic among First Nations, Dene/Métis, and Inuit has shown that on days when more traditional food was consumed, intake of protein, riboflavin, iron, zinc, copper, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus, potassium, selenium and vitamins A, D, E, and B-6 was significantly higher than on days with greater market food consumption. In addition, individuals ate significantly less fat, carbohydrates and sugar.50

Traditional activities involved in acquiring food were highly physical and included hunting, fishing, trapping, gathering and growing.51 Reclaiming the benefits of healthier diets and active living has been the focus of many preventative interventions to improve diet and physical activity among Aboriginal Canadians.

In response to evidence of the nutrition transition, the Inuit community of Pangnirtung used participatory research and story-telling to develop a community health promotion intervention based on traditional foods.52 Through documentation of traditional country food knowledge, the use of Inuktitut educational stories, and grocery store initiatives, the goal is to improve healthy food choices.

Several long-running interventions in First Nations communities have aimed to
prevent diabetes through the promotion of healthy diets and physical activity. Both the Kahnawake Schools Diabetes Prevention Project and the Sandy Lake Health and Diabetes Project have utilized participatory and culturally appropriate research to inform the development of community and school intervention initiatives that incorporate traditional culture and knowledge. Evaluation of the Kahnawake project suggested early beneficial effects on measures of body fat, however this was not sustained. The Zhiiwapenewin Akino’maagewin: Teaching to Prevent Diabetes intervention was implemented in four northwestern Ontario communities. It included school, store and community elements and was based in part on the Sandy Lake project. While no differences were found between intervention and control communities in terms of physical activity and obesity measures, the study did demonstrate significant changes in knowledge and frequency of obtaining healthy foods either through purchase or hunting and fishing. A pilot study comparing two approaches to lifestyle intervention among Pima Indians in the United States found improvements in physical activity using both approaches. However, the group that participated in unstructured activities that highlighted history and culture showed decreased starch intake and decreased waist circumference. Those in the comparison group using structured physical activity gained more weight, had higher blood sugars and higher blood pressures.

Pathways is a culturally appropriate American school-based program promoting health and obesity prevention in American Indian children. It has been found to positively affect cultural identity, food and activity knowledge, as well as self-reported food choices and activity behaviours. Traditional approaches including values, legends, stories and holistic views of health have been incorporated into a skills-based intervention to prevent substance use in Native American youth. After three and a half years, those receiving the intervention used smokeless tobacco (chewing tobacco or snuff), alcohol, and marijuana less than those who did not receive the intervention. There was no difference found for cigarette use.

In summary, there is a growing body of evidence that demonstrates the application of traditional Aboriginal knowledge, and holistic approaches can positively influence modifiable risk factors for chronic disease.

Influencing determinants of health
The holistic nature of the Aboriginal world-view suggests an imbalanced focus on the physical elements of disease and risk factors may be less relevant for Aboriginal peoples, and may even cause stress. Additionally, determinants of health beyond personal health practices may be more pressing. Research on the leisure-like pursuits of urban First Nations and Métis diabetics in Winnipeg revealed that for most, diabetes was not their central concern. Instead racism, the legacy of loss, abuse, and the challenges of finding housing, employment and income figured prominently. Leisure activities were culturally based and the goals of these activities included fostering the development of pride, identity and meaning.

It is generally accepted that reducing the health disparities between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadians will require efforts to address influential determinants.
of health. In addition to their direct focus on modifiable risk factors, many of the interventions described above influence determinants of health important in preventing chronic disease. For example, the explicit incorporation of Aboriginal traditions and culture into programs contributes to the recovery of indigenous knowledge and culture that is an important part of the decolonizing process. Being able to live one’s cultural values may be important in supporting healthy behaviours, as these traditional values serve as a basis for decision-making.

The use of participatory research in designing interventions is a way to increase ownership and control, important aspects of community empowerment. Community capacity building and empowerment are recognized as important in disparity reduction. Community control of the Kahnawake intervention informed the nature of the studies conducted, and subsequent evaluation demonstrated a working model of participatory and shared governance consistent with Mohawk culture.

Incorporating traditional and holistic approaches will also influence access and utilization of health services, in part by increasing their cultural relevance and value. For example, some of the best-attended components of a diabetic intervention program among the Haida were traditional diet and herbal medicine trials. It has been suggested that utilization of health services such as smoking cessation interventions might improve with increased cultural congruence, which traditional healers might be best positioned to provide. The need for culturally relevant cancer screening and education, and culturally safe environments for First Nations people, has also been identified.

Conclusion

Aboriginal Canadians disproportionately suffer from chronic diseases and their common risk factors. Employing traditional and holistic Aboriginal approaches is important for chronic disease prevention in Aboriginal communities. Such approaches may be applied to directly influence modifiable risk factors such as diet and physical activity. Importantly, utilizing traditional and holistic Aboriginal approaches may also influence broader determinants of health, offering the promise of reducing disparities in chronic disease.
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This document is an update of the original design:

This review examines the impact of Aboriginal approaches to chronic disease (specifically diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and chronic respiratory disease) on the health and well-being of Aboriginal peoples with respect to chronic diseases. It concludes with a call for further research and implementation of effective prevention interventions.

* ‘Aboriginal’ in this review refers to First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples. First Nations will sometimes be subdivided by residence on/off reserve.

4 Despite this, it is clear that Indigenous populations experience chronic diseases at higher rates than the general Canadian population. This review seeks to address these disparities by providing a comprehensive overview of the prevalence and risk factors associated with chronic diseases in Aboriginal populations, with a focus on diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer, and chronic respiratory disease.
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